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With more than three decades of experience in the Australian aged, disability and home
care sector; Danielle Robertson has an intimate knowledge of the options available and
personally knows many of the business owners and leaders in the industry.
Navigating the services offered in aged, disability and home care is difficult. DR Care
Solutions takes the time, stress and pain out of the process by finding the most
appropriate care for your loved one whilst supporting you through the process.
Typically guardians spend three to five weeks searching for appropriate care. This
includes research, interviews, site inspections, and liaison with the care recipient’s
financial planner, accountant, lawyer, doctor and social worker. As an Expat, this process
can be particularly challenging and DR Care Solutions specialises in working with clients
attempting to navigate the Australian system from overseas.
Their services also extend beyond private clients to corporates. To strengthen their
position as “Employers of Choice”, companies retain DR Care Solutions to provide oneon-one advice for employees juggling work and their role as a guardian from overseas.
Finding the appropriate care solution reduces the stress on the employee as well as
reducing downtime and travel requirements for the employee which in turn benefits the
employer.
In addition to finding quality care options for clients, Danielle advises senior managers,
CEOs and Directors in the care industry on policy and process improvement, and speaks
on these topics at major conferences.
Danielle also appears in the Supreme, District and Family Courts as a medico-legal expert
witness on the cost of care for people who are orphaned or have sustained permanent
injuries as a result of work-related accidents, motor vehicle accident and negligence.
In 2016 Danielle became Chairman of Family Business Australia (FBA) NSW/ACT Chapter
and a national board member of the Association. Her understanding of family business
issues through her own succession and exit of her family’s business demonstrates
Danielle’s skills to assist FBA members of all industries. She remains a member of an
FBA Forum Group.
"My goal is to assist every Australian to find the right care solution that meets their
needs, wants and wishes in the quickest possible time" Danielle Robertson

